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Peruvian Punk as a Global Means of Underground Production

Shane Greene

Introduction

Where in the world does punk come from? The typical answers point to particular moments 
in US and British rock history: the proto period of 1960s US garage rock followed by punk 
“proper” when the term became linked to New York’s mid-’70s underground club scene 
and was then exported to London where it exploded into public scandal thanks to the Sex 
Pistols’ infamous “filth and fury” (McNeil and McCain; Savage). More than a collection of 
musical sounds, punk is a conglomeration of bands and shows, fanzines and flyers, social 
relations and political statements, held together loosely by desires to subvert mainstream 
cultural production with a gritty aesthetic and a do-it-yourself ethic. Like any form of 
resistance it is difficult both to sustain and to predict its future lives.

Ultimately, this speaks less to reports that “punk is dead” (such as Crass made right after 
its birth) or rejoinders that “punk’s not dead” (which the Exploited made soon after its 
death) than to a clarification. What punk means is relative to time and context, at least in 
significant part. In this article, I ask: What in the world is the importance of the first punk 
demo cassette produced and pirated in mid-’80s Lima, Peru? I suggest it is the difference 
in context that permits us to entertain other theoretical possibilities for what punk is—or 
at least what it intends to be. Hebdige’s now classic semiotic analysis in Subculture: The 
Meaning of Style appeared shortly after the UK punk explosion of the late ’70s, influenced by 
the post-structuralist turn and cultural studies debates about youth subcultures as ritualized 
expressions of systemic discontent, constituting ritualized rebellion but not a potential for 

ABSTRACT
Starting from the context of Lima, Peru’s 1980s underground rock 
scene, I develop a theory of punk as a means of global underproduction 
and discursive undercutting. The aim is to think of punk in contrast to 
understandings of capitalist tendencies toward over-production, the 
specifically aesthetic dimensions that over-production takes within 
cultural industries, and the ways punk production becomes tied 
to irruptive discourses of disregard for public norms. I explore this 
theoretical framework by analyzing one of the Lima underground’s 
most iconic examples, the band Narcosis’ demo cassette first recorded 
in a garage in 1985, now circulating in digital and limited edition vinyl.
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“real” revolutionary change (Hall and Jefferson 35; Greene, “Problem” 579). More recent 
perspectives suggest different readings of punk—from those fueled by gender critique or 
the transnational approach to the Americas to those searching for a theory of the global city 
(Nyong’o; Habell-Pallan; Leblanc; Nikpour). Collectively, they theorize punk as constituted 
by more diverse voices and multiple global contexts than the dominant narrative focused 
on punk’s white Anglo masculinity would suggest.

What happens when we engage with punk from one of the rock world’s global else-
wheres? Certainly Lima, Peru, is such a place despite a history of rock that stretches back 
to the ’60s. This condition of geo-musical marginality is one of which Peruvian punks are 
deeply aware since they rock out in a world region deeply associated with “Latin” rhythms, 
Afro-Peruvian beats, and Andean folklore. I deal in the world of rock from a peripheral 
vantage point but one that reveals something crucial about punk rock’s global intentions. An 
incipient form of Peruvian punk (basically a cover band named Anarkia) began in the late 
’70s in dialogue with punk from across the world. But punk-inspired music fully emerged 
among the Peruvian public only in the mid-’80s, taking on the more particular identity of 
rock subterráneo (underground rock).1 In fact, it is in this translated idea of “underground 
rock” that we can identify something about the global importance of rock’s subterranean 
circuits and punk intentionality writ large—the things punk wants to do everywhere even 
when punks try, succeed, and fail to do them in very particular ways.

On Underproduction and Undercutting

The naming of Lima’s punk-inspired music as “underground rock” was largely the result of 
a 1984 flyer announcing a show called “Rock Subterráneo Ataca Lima” (Underground Rock 
Attacks Lima) in which several early punk bands played (Leusemia, Narcosis, Autopsia, 
Zcuela Cerrada). This movement from “underground,” an English term with connotations 
of subversive intent since at least the era of the Underground Railroad, to subterráneo, a 
Spanish term most often used literally rather than with the political or cultural connotations 
of terms like subversivo or clandestino, is more than simply direct translation. Notably, it gave 
rise to a particular identity in Lima known as the subte (“under”), a subcultural moniker 
that is still used and debated by Peruvian punks 30 years later and unique unlike the more 
direct applications of the term “punk” one finds in other global contexts.

At a general level, we might recall that punk is part of a longer genealogy of subversive 
aesthetics and critical political desires. In the wake of Dadaism and Situationism (Marcus 
39–57) or as preferred soundtrack for global direct action movements (Graeber 258–59), 
punk seeks to position itself as a critique of the mass society generated by global capital. To 
capture at least a partial view of this quest to find and defend a rock underground, we can 
identify at least two basic intentions that result from punk’s fusion of material and aesthetic 
strategies. I think of these as punk’s tendency to creatively underproduce while expressing 
a desire to discursively undercut public values.

Importantly, I offer these thoughts on punk intentions—emerging from the “under” 
in underground—as relative theoretical guidelines rather than absolute ones. The point is 
precisely not to suggest there is somewhere a means to measure punkness by a fixed mate-
rial or historically objective standard. Rather, the degree of how punk a particular aesthetic 
commodity or form of expression can be is subject to ongoing, divergent interpretations. 
That relativity derives from the fact that the material dimensions and interpretative registers 
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of aesthetic production exist across different contexts, forming diverse dialogues in which 
differently positioned voices offer alternative interpretations. Following this more dialogical 
metaphor then, we might revisit Simon Frith’s history of rock and roll. If, as he suggests, 
punk asks of rock the question, “What is the risk of this music?” (Frith 84), I suggest the 
question was never as rhetorical nor as specific to rock and roll, as he posed it. Instead, it 
reveals something about punk’s dialogical intentions in searching for an answer even as the 
context of defining risk changes—both the riskiness that punk intends to pose and the risk 
of no longer being very risky that punk frequently faces. One of punk’s theoretical dilemmas 
then is essentially dialogical in nature, an on-going conversation about how something that 
risks being “under” in one moment (or according to one voice or as part of one context) is 
subject to the risk of surfacing into the “over” in another.

At one level, punk proposes a means of underproduction, a concerted attempt to inter-
vene crudely but creatively in the problem of capitalist over-production. I mean this more 
in an inspired, rather than a strictly technical, Marxist sense.2 Marx famously summarizes 
capitalism as “a social formation in which the process of production has mastery over man, 
instead of the opposite” (Marx 175). In essence, he means that the concentration of capital 
and the systemic barriers to making processes of production socially visible result in a fet-
ishized view of productivity as a whole. They serve to suppress a more conscious realization, 
and more egalitarian organization, of the potential for human creativity that production 
entails. It is precisely that potential for creativity that is held captive in a system organized 
around a monopolization of the means of production and ideologically governed by econ-
omistic logics that value “being productive” over “being creative” at virtually every level.

We might build further on this understanding of over-production by calling attention 
to its specifically aesthetic connotations. Another familiar definition of “to over-produce,” 
according to the Oxford English Dictionary is to “record or produce (a song or film) in 
such an elaborate way that the spontaneity or artistry of the original material is lost.” We 
first think of excessive editing, too many technical modifications, or a surplus of special 
effects employed in the industrial spaces of cultural commodity production (studios, editing 
rooms, etc). Thus, at one level aesthetic over-production is the perceived result of various 
kinds of technical mastery among aesthetic “experts.” It is driven in effect by the particular 
“class” of aesthetic professionals who claim the specialized skills—and possess the material 
means—to intervene in aesthetic production in order to generate the standards by which 
artistic creativity, or simply mass aesthetic appeal, are judged and controlled by the vari-
ous cultural industries. More fundamentally, at stake in this is an underlying opposition 
between secondary (tertiary, etc.) elaborations of the creative act and the idea (or ideal) of 
creativity in more mundane, spontaneous, and cruder expressions. Amid industrial drives 
to professionalize art, standardize creativity, define aesthetic appeal, and monopolize the 
channels through which cultural expression becomes massified, the potential grounds for 
creative resistance include this punk reclaiming of creativity in more “primary” forms—that 
is, less materially alienated, more socially direct, and aesthetically scaled down. In a system 
where “production has the mastery over man” the everyday human creator is faced with 
this dilemma: the more one feels seduced by how cultural commodities are being creatively 
produced, amid tendencies to aesthetically over-produce and reinforce particular industrial 
standards of cultural consumption, the more alienated one feels from one’s own capacity 
to engage in a creative process.
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It is into the fetishized arena of over-production, tied to cultural industry control over 
aesthetic standards of creativity, that punk seeks to intervene. Punk intends to de-fetishize 
cultural-industry norms of creativity via whatever DIY strategies are available to it, e.g. 
bands using cheap instruments, punks spreading their subculture via fanzines, musicians 
distributing recordings through independent labels, punks arranging shows through infor-
mal social networks, and so on. Punk operates on the ideal that aesthetic professionalism 
and monopolization is ultimately destructive to the creative act. It is in this sense that the 
intent to celebrate aesthetic crudeness and resist the cooptation of autonomous forms of 
creativity point toward punk as a means of underproduction. The assessment of punk as a 
phenomenon of One Chord Wonders, Dave Laing’s book title based on the Adverts’ song, 
resonates well with that global lore that suggests punk is basically music produced by those 
who do not know how to play an instrument. One of punk’s recurring worldly desires is 
precisely to envision one’s creative “limitations” as the very grounds on which to express 
one’s liberating creative potential. This includes the act of appropriating what is within one’s 
material limits of possibility as the necessary means for creative acts of underproduction.

A theory of punk as the intent to appropriate a means of underproduction clearly finds 
more support from Benjamin than Adorno and Horkheimer. In contrast to the latter view 
of an all-powerful culture industry, reinforcing bourgeois norms at best or facilitating fas-
cist propaganda at worst, the former pointed to political possibilities in the proliferation 
of the means of mechanical reproduction. Part of broader modern trends to demystify the 
highly ritualized aspects of art, and thus liberate it from localized senses of community, 
mechanization also affords “the masses” the chance to appropriate the basic material means 
of aesthetic production and thus imagine a world otherwise. Hence, my suggestion is to 
consider Benjamin’s proposal as thinkable in terms of punk’s drive toward underproduc-
tion—a form of creative production intended also as a politics of artistic accessibility in an 
era when “real creativity” is “best left” to the professionals.

If the punk means of aesthetic underproduction are relative rather than absolute, surely 
the meanings of punk—its semiotic strategies and discursive intentions—are as well. Thus, 
the point is not to look for a particular punk vocabulary, series of master symbols, list of 
bands, or a definitive subcultural style as the way to theorize punk intentionality. I say this 
despite—or, in truth, precisely to spite—the very real tendency within punk subcultures 
to reify authenticating discourses: those endless debates that punks engage in about real 
punks versus posers.

Instead, I see punk as starting with a particular kind of discursive intention—this desire 
to use its means of underproduction in order to undercut public discourse with an irruptive 
voice. To substantiate this I might cite certain street definitions. For example, under the 
heading for the popular slang phrase “punk as fuck”—clearly one intended to connote max-
imal degree of punkness—urbandictionary.com users rank these as the top definitions: “not 
giving a fuck” followed closely by “not giving a fuck if you are punk or not.” In short, to be 
maximally punk one starts by disregarding others’ definitions, including others’ definitions 
of what punk is or can be. Thus we might consider that one of punk’s overarching discursive 
intentions—what one means to do by engaging in a punk means of underproduction—is 
to disregard: to negate regard; to refuse to respect, to repudiate rather than hold in esteem. 
Punk starts with refusal and then you find a way from there.

Rather than simply reaffirm punk’s oft-noted nihilism then, we might see one of punk’s 
discursive intentions as this strong desire to disregard precisely what others regard as shared 
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public values, even those that are publicly shared about what is or is not punk since punk 
too constructs its own normative publics. Clearly, I am thinking of Warner’s discussion of 
publics and counterpublics—emergent spaces of circulating discourse based on voluntary 
associations rather than seemingly more fixed social categories like race, class, gender, etc.—
inspired by Bakhtin’s dialogism. He identifies the relation as defined by constant tension 
rather than smooth conversation. “The discourse that constitutes it [a counterpublic] is not 
merely a different or alternative idiom, but one that in other [public] contexts would be 
regarded with hostility or a sense of indecorousness” (Warner 82). The irruptive quality of 
counterpublic discourse subjects those who wield it to perceptions that they are irrational 
and unwelcome. But it also serves to expose the normative privileges that underpin public 
discourse, veiled as they are in liberal ideas of neutrality, rationality, and correctness. As 
Warner suggests, the outcomes depend largely on the “uptake,” on how or even whether a 
public discourse is effectively undercut within a given moment, in a given text, or within 
the frame of a specific performance. In so far as punks desire to provoke a public reaction, 
small or large, to their discursive disregard, a negative public “uptake” is what helps punk 
confirm its underness: this potential to act as a discourse that undercuts public norms by 
demonstrating a vulgar lack of respect for them. In short, what in the world would punk 
be without its public provocations?

Advancing a theory of punk as a material means of aesthetic underproduction, one that 
involves this desire to meaningfully irrupt into public discourse precisely in order to express 
disregard for it, has a final implication. It asks that we think of punk in terms of its intentions. 
We approach it less as a definable subculture or a specific interpretable style and begin to 
see it more as a dialogical struggle, metaphorically and materially speaking, always under 
production. Punk’s meta-discourse of dying and then not dying then is essentially about 
this need for punk to dialogically renew the riskiness of its terms amid the distinct risk of 
losing its potential for riskiness as contexts and circumstances change. As such, this idea 
of punk as a struggle to appropriate subterranean forms of aesthetic expression acting in 
disregard of public voices is not only theoretically inspired by Lima’s underground rock. In 
effect, this idea requires greater contextual detail in order to substantiate how the parameters 
of Peruvian punk change from one historical moment to the next.

The First Dose of Peruvian Punk and Its Subterranean Circuits

Punk seeks to realize its intentions to creatively underproduce and discursively undercut 
in various contextual ways and historical means. In terms of musical production one might 
immediately think of the role that punk’s DIY ethos played in establishing independent 
record labels and alternative means of distribution via fanzines and punk networking in 
the US in the 1980s. In terms of punk’s desire to provoke by expressing total disregard of 
public values one might be inclined to cite the famous incident between the Sex Pistols and 
Bill Grundy on British television in 1976 or the more recent media saga of Russia’s Pussy 
Riot.3 The point worth further consideration is how the particular means and effects vary 
according to differing contexts even while these central punk intentions remain remarkably 
similar across them.

Some of the particularities of punk’s musical underproduction in Lima may be gener-
alizable to large portions of the so-called global South. But they also stand in contrast to 
the industrialized North where rock’s musical industry is also heavily concentrated. Punk 
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arrived in Peru in the late’70s, a result less of record imports (which were limited) than of 
those Peruvians with access to foreign markets via trips abroad or foreign friends living in 
Lima and studying at elite schools. Punk records thus first circulated among Lima’s educated 
upper class, also because these listeners constituted the few in Peruvian society with access 
to the musical technology required for the vinyl format. Yet punk’s diffusion in Peru, along 
with the possibility of its local production, was soon influenced by the broader global trend 
of Cassette Culture that Manuel describes. The early ’80s was precisely that historical period 
defined by the global spread of inexpensive audiocassette technology across the so-called 
Third World. Widespread circulation of cassettes became an essential means for a global 
de-monopolization of the music industry since the format was imminently more affordable 
than the standard vinyl of the time. This proved crucial for poorer countries where vinyl was 
difficult to access even for the middle class (in contrast to its prevalence and affordability in 
the North) and where domestic vinyl production was a minor, and typically elite, cultural 
activity. In fact, it was precisely the audiocassette that set the historical precedent for musical 
“piracy” debates that now revolve around dominant digital formats like the MP3 (Sterne).

By virtue of its two-way nature (good for recording and copying), audiocassette tech-
nology did more than facilitate greater global circulation of different music. It also created 
the very material conditions necessary for producing local music in globally impoverished 
countries where the barriers to producing vinyl were even higher than the barriers to con-
suming it. Such conditions were not unknown in the industrial North among the multitude 
of unknown, amateur garage bands. Yet, it is also true that northern- based punk often cele-
brates its DIY successes at challenging mainstream musical production precisely in terms of 
founding independent labels in order to establish an underground circuit for the production 
and distribution of vinyl records (Azerrad). In that context, we think immediately of labels 
like Dischord, SST, or Alternative Tentacles and the particular bands associated with them 
(Minor Threat, Fugazi, Black Flag, Dead Kennedys, etc.). In contrast, there is no question 
that the primary means of underground rock production and circulation in Lima was the 
demo cassette. With rare exceptions, Peruvian punks had no expectations and minimal 
possibilities of “making it” to vinyl, which was heavily associated with foreign rock markets 
in the US and Europe. Thus, the poor-quality demo cassette—always further degradable 
via further pirating—was not only underground rock’s primary material medium but also 
the foremost icon of Peruvian punk’s particular means of underproduction.

There is an equally important story to be told about the role of print in these stories of 
global piracy and the de-monopolization of cultural industries from the South. The spread 
of photocopying technology during the same period—and predating the now familiar debate 
about the role of the Internet in global information flows—served a similar function, pro-
viding an affordable, pirate-friendly means to communicate alternative ideas and aesthetics 
without expensive offset printing (associated with more mainstream forms of publication 
and advertising). The photocopier is important precisely because it became the crucial tech-
nology for the production and circulation of show flyers, cassette cover art, and especially 
punk fanzines, all of which contributed centrally to diffusing punk ideas, recordings (via 
fanzine ads and mail order catalogues), and aesthetics.

To better illustrate this in the Peruvian context there is no better story than that of 
Narcosis, one of a handful of early Lima punk bands that emerged in the initial underground 
rock scene in the mid-’80s (alongside Leusemia, Autopsia, Zcuela Cerrada, and Guerrilla 
Urbana). Formed in 1984 by Fernando “Puppy” Vial (guitarist), Jorge “Spiky Hair” Madueño 
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(drummer), and Luis “Wicho” García (vocalist), Narcosis lasted less than a year, creating 
a punk legend that is concentrated in Peru but also extends far beyond it. Their early 1985 
release, titled Primera Dosis (First Dose), marked the first of many subsequent efforts to 
record and distribute demo cassettes of Lima’s underground rock music.4 It was a crude 
combination of super-fuzzed guitar riffs, punchy one-liner lyrics, and tin-can-sounding 
drum beats.

Narcosis’ First Dose revealed Peruvian punk’s cleverest strategies of underproduction. In 
order to record, Wicho went in search of a used shoebox-style Sony cassette recorder with 
microphone inputs. In early 1985, while practicing in drummer “Spiky Hair” Madueño’s 
garage, they laid down an initial track of 13 songs: guitar, drums, and lead vocals recorded 
in one go with two microphones. The shoebox recorder’s line input soon inspired Wicho to 
make something more out of this initial recording of a live practice session. Thus he devised 
a method to connect the shoebox recorder to a Sony Walkman, one that also had lines in 
and out. The DIY result was a primitive multi-track recorder made from used electronics 
with which he then dubbed extra tracks on top of the original recording: additional guitar 
parts, some back-up vocals, and a handful of samples dubbed from other recordings. In 
practice, this meant recording each new track onto a blank cassette and then playing it 
on the Walkman while looping it into the shoebox recorder with the original recording. 
Engaged in a simplified process of overdubbing with different cassettes, he was also forced 
to create successive master tapes rather use a single master.

As Wicho noted in an interview (García), this method resulted in “losing generations of 
fidelity” and produced a recording that was essentially “a copy of a copy of a copy of a copy.” 
Therein lies one of the more compelling dimensions of Peruvian punk’s particular means 
of underproduction, no doubt explaining why this once simple garage recording has since 
become so iconic of the history of Lima’s rock underground. Neither the musical format 
nor the method of recording suggested the “firstness” (e.g. the authenticating format) of 
a vinyl recording with author’s original copyright and interests, at least theoretically, pro-
tected. Instead, and ironically given the title of the cassette, the format and method pointed 
indexically toward the recording’s immediate insertion into Lima’s musical economy where 
pirated cassettes constituted both cultural norm and economic necessity. The creation of 
First Dose thus not only initially emerges as a “poor”-sounding copy but also indexes its 
future lives as an even “worse”-sounding copy destined to be copied ad infinitum.

The cassette contains 12 Narcosis songs and a cover of a cover that tells us much about the 
subterranean circuits—and global circuitousness—of Peru’s underground rock influences. 
Track six (“Quiero Ser tu Perro”) is Narcosis’ version of Parálisis Permanente’s version of 
the Stooges’ 1969 proto-punk classic “I Wanna Be Your Dog.” The Narcosis’ version—the 
one that many younger punk bands in Lima still play—was based on a version already 
recorded by the Spanish post-punk group Parálisis Permanente from their 1982 LP El Acto. 
All the members of Narcosis were familiar with the Stooges’ version. But it was Parálisis 
Permanente’s slowed-down, proto-Goth, and already translated version that fascinated them. 
As Wicho insists, their intention was to “narcosify” the song, essentially by taking it from 
this Spanish post-punk context and re-punking it with their faster, fuzzier, more primitive 
sound. The simple catchy guitar riff that drives the song is consistent across all three ver-
sions. Yet Narcosis removed the tale-tell post-punk keyboards and sped the song back up to 
remove Parálisis Permanente’s gothic gloom. They also hyper-fuzzed it with “Puppy” Vial’s 
signature guitar sound beyond the Stooges’ ’60s’ treble-sounding imagination. “Puppy” 
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typically played only the bottom two strings tuned to a D chord and with Arion fuzz pedal 
set to maximum.

This tune alone requires we take note of the circuitous nature of punk’s global pathways. 
Rather than representing a straightforward US-UK-Peru circuit—that is, either a North-
South or Anglo-Latin dialogue—punk’s global itineraries are evidently more diffuse. By 
the early ’80s, when Lima’s underground rock bands began to form, Peruvian punks were 
accustomed to listening to as much Spanish, Brazilian, and Argentine punk as anything 
coming from the US or UK. Thanks to the many cultural and linguistic affinities, as well 
as long-standing Iberian influences, Lima’s subtes were close followers of multiple musical 
trends beyond the Anglo rock world, also made possible via underground global networks 
of cassette circulation.

Another Narcosis gem—one that reveals the particular Peruvian dimensions of punk’s 
intentions of discursive disregard toward the public—is the opening track on First Dose 
entitled “Intro/La Peste” (“Intro/Pestilence”). The cassette opens with a 47-second sample 
taken from an old 45 record Wicho found lying around. It was a spoken-word promotional 
recording titled “The Voice of Luis Banchero Rossi” released, curiously enough, by the 
National Society of Fisheries (Sociedad Nacional de Pesquería). Banchero Rossi, a second 
generation son of an Italian immigrant family, is well known for several things in Peru: 
emerging within the fishing industry as one of the wealthiest entrepreneurs of the 1960s, 
and metamorphosing into a national spokesperson of all things business and banking, 
modern progress, and national patriotism. Thus, he served as the president of the National 
Society of Fisheries and eventually director of one of Peru’s principal national banks (Banco 
de Credito).

Banchero Rossi really occupied the public spotlight in January of 1972 after he was 
found murdered, presumably by a barely post-adolescent man, with a stature of less than 
five feet, named Juan Vilca Carranza (the son of Rossi’s gardener). Rossi’s murder, to which 
Vilca Carranza eventually confessed, citing motives of theft, provoked a national mystery 
that relied fundamentally on a racialized reading of the two men’s bodies. The press, and 
most Peruvians, refused to believe a tall, imposing man of Italian descent (i.e., white in the 
Peruvian context) could be physically overtaken by this “petite” man (i.e., of Andean origin) 
with merely blows and a knife. Conspiracy theories abounded. Maybe the responsible party 
was the leftist-nationalist military government of General Velasco that took power in 1968, 
since Velasco nationalized Rossi’s private fishing companies shortly after his death (along 
with many other sectors of the Peruvian economy). Rossi’s secretary and former lover was 
also accused of being in cahoots with Vilca Carranza (and spent five years in prison as a 
result). Others speculated that even the Nazis were involved because shortly before the 
murder Banchero Rossi had identified a Nazi war criminal named Klaus Barbie who was 
apparently in Lima.

By the time Narcosis was recording Primera Dosis, Banchero Rossi no longer symbolized 
what he originally had amid Peru’s modernist pretention to steady and stable capitalist 
progress. Instead, Narcosis’ rendering of him redeployed him as the strange and disturbed 
underside of Peru, the one left perennially unresolved: the racialized forms of class conflict 
that predominate, the deviously authoritarian forms of statecraft and politically motivated 
violence (made evident in the eighties with the rise of the Shining Path and Peru’s state 
terrorism), and the home for international war criminals and mistreated mistresses seeking 
revenge. Working with his garage multi-track, Wicho sampled this recording of a Banchero 
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Rossi speech, all about the natural link between patriotism, capitalism, and Peruvian moder-
nity, and then directly intervened in it. He did so by a bit of strategic substitution, inserting 
the “Voice of Narcosis” into the “Introduction” to Bancheri Rossi’s recording, originally 
delivered in that sycophantic tone of the institutional underling (i.e., at the National Society 
of Fisheries) so familiar in formalized presentations in Peru. Below, a snippet of the Narcosis 
“Intro” with Wicho’s voiceovers in bracketed text:

Ladies and Gentlemen, please welcome [the group Narcosis], whose unique merits are plain 
to see in their magnificent works, which constitute the best example of what love of country, 
the entrepreneurial spirit, and faith in our own destiny are capable of producing. Thus, it is for 
me a distinct honor that [this group] has asked me to introduce this recording that compiles 
[a few tunes] that allow us to appreciate the exceptional personality of [a trio], which in its 
own right stands as the maximum expression of a Peruvian [group], projecting an image that 
provides a model for present and future generations.

The “Intro” barely concludes and Puppy’s simple, three-note, fuzzed-up guitar riff intrudes. 
Seconds later, Spiky Hair Madueño enters with a series of more-or-less timed symbol 
crashes, and Wicho starts to shout the repetitive lyrics of “La Peste” in this one minute and 
11-second underground rock masterpiece: “The pestilence surrounds your head and won’t 
leave you be./Sex. Religion. Too much repression./The pestilence surrounds your head 
and won’t leave you be.” By stealing the voice of Banchero Rossi’s ingratiating introducer, 
Wicho refocuses our attention on the larger question Narcosis was posing. Following the 
demise of Banchero Rossi, and his magnificent proposals for a Peruvian modernity, what 
has become of Peruvian reality, really? The answer was not intended as metaphorical. Peru 
is full of terror, destruction, and repression. Peru is a place of pestilence. Peru’s sickness 
surrounds you. It won’t leave you be.

Final Thoughts on Peruvian Punk’s Twists and Turns 

Before we finalize an account of this 1985 demo cassette made in Lima we should consider 
its eventual lives and influence on punk in and far beyond Peru. The story of Narcosis, after 
all, points to a broader history of how Lima’s underground rock is refracted through complex 
global processes of musical circulation. According to multiple accounts, First Dose circulated 
to Colombia soon after it was released, thanks to a Peruvian punk who emigrated sometime 
in ’85 or ’86. It had a notable impact particularly in Medellín where bands like I.R.A. and 
underground films like “Rodrigo D No Futuro” defined the contours of Colombian punk. 
Narcosis’ influence is evident, for example, in the fact that Colombian punks (including 
I.R.A.) arranged a Narcosis reunion tour in Bogotá and Medellín in 2007—marking the 
only time the band has played live outside Peru.5

Now in multiple recorded formats, Narcosis has many mediated lives via punk’s global 
subterranean circuits, producing various possible meanings of a Peruvian punk means of 
underproduction nearly 30 years after the emergence of Lima’s underground rock move-
ment. The move from analog to digital represents only the most obvious development, 
following a conversion of First Dose to CD by the band in 2002. Pirated MP3 versions of 
Narcosis—those digital copies of copies proliferating on various Internet sites and pirated 
CDs—are by far the most widely circulated. Levels of consumption are hard to measure 
but one might take account of the hundreds of thousands of views on YouTube of Narcosis’ 
more popular tunes (“Sucio Policía” or “Represión”). None of this is surprising given that 
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in Peru’s digital era music is consumed in pirated form with remarkable regularity, indeed 
at levels of nearly 100 per cent by industry estimates (International Intellectual Property 
Alliance 263).

In 2011, two small labels, one in Peru, one in the US, used a copy of Wicho’s old “mas-
ter” cassette to convert First Dose to a limited-edition vinyl format (500 copies), an interest 
generated by the labels rather than the band members who are occupied in other musical 
endeavors. Soon after the LP was released, Martín Sorrondeguy, known in punk circles as 
the Montevideo-born-but-Chicago-bred vocalist of pioneering 1990s Latino punk band Los 
Crudos, placed Narcosis’ importance in the context of global cassette piracy via a review in 
the globally recognized San Francisco fanzine, Maximum Rock’n’Roll: 

This is a legendary Peruvian punk band from the early to mid ’80s. When I say legendary, I 
don’t mean they played a bunch of shows with the right bands or had their t-shirts sold and 
worn by mall punks all over the globe. I mean legendary in a “I was given a tenth-generation 
copy of their tape that smuggled its way up from Peru to Colombia, dubbed a bunch of times, 
then sent over to some punks in Mexico and they dubbed and passed it on to me, when I got 
away from my folks while vacationing in Mexico and got my ass to the Chopo [a street market 
in Mexico City that specializes in subcultural music and goods].” This is the legendary I speak 
of. (Sorrondeguy)

It would be easy to call this an instance of punk’s insistence on underground authenticity 
as the means by which its own ideological standards of “real” and “poser” come to be 
judged. Yet is the more fascinating point not precisely that these relatively obscure, while 
still extensively global, subterranean circuits of punk production and exchange have existed 
since the analog era? Thus, they need an analytical accounting for. The past and present lives 
of Narcosis transgress simultaneously national, linguistic, cultural, and regional borders 
via small-scale processes that entail multiple material and temporal cycles of production, 
circulation, and consumption in every possible musical format: all this because of Narcosis’ 
iconic underground rock status in Peru and despite a relative punk (and almost total rock) 
obscurity outside all but the most specialized global circles of musical connoisseurship.

In accounting for this, we might start by disaggregating the issues of scope and scale, 
using them to reference two different dynamics in the Narcosis phenomena and, by extrap-
olation, Peruvian punk more generally. By scope we can understand how relatively “big” or 
“small” something is, or, since we are talking about a cultural phenomenon like punk, how 
relatively audible a particular counterpublic voice is within the potential public spaces to 
which it addresses its punk irruptions. By almost any standards, Peruvian punk in general, 
including Narcosis as one of its most iconic examples, is a relatively small “voice” within the 
wider rock world, and specifically a global context of rock-and-roll publics still overwhelm-
ingly dominated by Anglo forms and the concentration of cultural industrial production in 
the global North. The fact that in releasing a Narcosis vinyl record, this most original and 
authenticating of musical formats, no one imagined selling more than 500 copies (hoping 
basically to recuperate production costs) makes the point about the relative audibility of 
their counterpublic voice clear enough.

By contrast, we might understand scale as indicating something distinct, the relative 
extent of something, or, the various territories and temporal horizons it covers whatever 
its degree of audibility. By such measures, Narcosis is a clear case of a punk band with an 
amazingly extensive scale despite a limited scope. In short, obscure punk, via its underpro-
duced material and undercutting discourses, spans several continents, subverts while fusing 
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multiple cultural and linguistic boundaries, and occupies several temporalities. Certainly, 
all Peruvian punk does not follow exactly the same pathways. Yet I do want to suggest 
that Narcosis is less an exceptional case than a paradigmatic one. Other examples of ’80s 
underground rock recordings—“made in Lima” on demo cassette, later converted to digital 
to facilitate further circulation, and more recently converted to vinyl via connections in the 
US—are in fact much more common than one might think (Gutiérrez 15–16).6 Even those 
exceptionally rare cases of early Peruvian punk released initially on vinyl have subsequently 
followed similar global routes via recent re-editions.7 The point then is that all of this is made 
possible by successive generations of punks networking globally, albeit through diffuse, mul-
ti-directional, and subterranean circuits, quite like those global cassette circuits into which 
Narcosis inserted its seemingly banal demo cassette and counterpublic assertions,back in 
February of 1985. The audibility is narrow in scope but incredibly extended in scale.

Finally, there is the not insignificant matter of the semiotics and material dimensions of 
Peruvian punk’s various formats. Again, the case of Narcosis is illustrative. The two small 
labels that released First Dose on vinyl adopted a “gringo” logic of “vinyl revival” that, in 
terms of Peruvian punk’s historical standards of underproduction, are less anachronistic 
than subject to claims of misplacement. First Dose came to represent a Peruvian means 
of punk underproduction that—in part out of material limitations and in part out of a 
desire to appropriate those limitations as creative potential—centered on the iconicity of 
the amateurish, unauthenticated, and economical audiocassette. Vinyl represents a musical 
format that was commonly consumed in the North’s wealthy countries while it was only 
conspicuously consumed in an impoverished country like Peru, where historically it has 
been largely inaccessible to all but the most elite sectors of the society.

For punks living in Lima then the contradictions seem clear enough. Vinyl is a sign of 
cultural snobbery, elitist links to the authenticating musical format of “foreign” US and 
European rock markets and, by definition, an indicator of a significant disposable income. 
By contrast, the long legacy in Lima of punk circulating primarily on pirated audiocassette 
constitutes a historical norm by which punk underproductions are both judged and now 
made nostalgic. One telling example is the contemporary band, Morbo, active essentially 
since the early 2000s amid the rise of digital music. Morbo produced their most recent 2011 
release (titled De Baja Calidad [Of Poor Quality]) on audiocassette using an old four-track 
recorder. Anachronistic as it seems, Of Poor Quality also became the necessary meta-com-
mentary on Lima’s underground rock tradition, amid this niche trend of converting early 
Lima punk to vinyl (via contacts abroad) and while adjusting to the dominance of music’s 
primarily digital forms of contemporary global circulation. The relative expense of the 
limited edition Narcosis LP only confirms such contradictions. In 2011, when the LP was 
released, the portion (roughly half) shipped to Peru were sold in Lima for anywhere between 
20 and 40 dollars to a select upper-middle to upper-class sector. This alone reinforced the 
idea that in this poor country—where the minimum wage is less than 300 dollars a month 
and even the middle class relies on pirate-friendly formats for cultural consumption—punk 
is also a plaything for black-sheep members of elite families.

In a general sense, production on vinyl relies on an authenticating logic distinct from the 
“copy of a copy” characteristic of the cassette or contemporary digital formats. The point is 
not that the musical content of vinyl resists being copied but that, relative to piracy-friendly 
formats, the format itself does. The relatively hidden, and still privately owned conditions, of 
vinyl production allow this format to appear with its own unique, authentic form of musical 
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value, a sort of musical format fetishism not unlike what Marx imagined for capitalist-pro-
duced commodities at large. The condition of a small, independent punk producer buying 
access to print vinyl rather than possessing the ability to produce it for themselves—as was 
the case for many punk bands subverting musical monopolization in the North by starting 
small vinyl labels and alternative distribution networks—still reflects a critical distance in 
the many possible acts of musical production. Vinyl’s purported musical authenticity—often 
defended from the “professional” point of view in terms of analog’s ostensibly “superior” and 
“natural” sound—helps explain why there is a resurgence of interest in vinyl in the North. 
Unsurprisingly, that resurgence is occurring amid the global dominance of digital formats 
currently at the center of international piracy debates (Sterne 216–20).

Yet, that vinyl resurgence is also happening amid an almost total lack of interest in the 
audiocassette, which, despite also representing analog, does not retain vinyl’s authenticating 
magical aura; that is, unless you are a contemporary punk living in a place like Lima, Peru, 
and in the historical shadow of everything Narcosis’ First Dose came to represent about 
punk contextually speaking. Morbo’s 2011 “poor-quality” demo cassette—produced in Lima 
the same year that this famous “first dose” of Peruvian punk was converted from cassette to 
vinyl in the US—becomes at once Peruvian punk nostalgia and a critical dialogical statement 
about the legacy of historical standards by which underground rock’s underproductions 
are judged in Lima. The result is an on-going conversation into which many a Peruvian 
punk has offered a charged opinion on Narcosis now being conspicuously consumable on 
“foreign” vinyl—or, more to the point, not very consumable from the point of view of most 
punks living anywhere in Latin America.

It provokes the obvious final questions. Is Narcosis “still” punk now that the release 
of First Dose on vinyl can be interpreted as an act of over-production? Does vinyl dilute 
Narcosis’ punk intention to undercut Peru’s public values by screaming that, in reality, Peru 
is a sickness that surrounds your head and won’t leave you be? Rather than offer a simple 
yes or no, I would reiterate the idea that whether or not something is punk—whether 
or not it is under- or over-produced, whether or not punk discourse succeeds or fails to 
undercut public discourse—is always subject to this on-going global dialogue about what 
punk means and how punk materializes relative to particular contexts, shifting moments, 
and differing voices.

In contrast to all the possible, and real, assertions that Narcosis on vinyl represents some 
sort of punk sacrilege by Peruvian underground rock standards there is still a curious coun-
terpoint to consider. It is quite literally glued onto the record—so I (the gringo punk) must 
confess I possess one—as an image of a generic cassette serving as center sticker affixed 
to the LP (see Figure 1). Clearly, the Peruvian punk dilemma that arises from producing 
on US vinyl what Narcosis underproduced to demo cassette 26 years earlier was not lost 
on those in charge of the record’s aesthetic design. The center sticker spins around at 33 
rpm—at least for those who can afford to consume the First Dose of Peru’s underground 
rock in this conspicuous format—with a Narcosis cassette as both icon and index of the 
long history of Lima’s rock underground thus linked to the crude creativity one can unleash 
with a blank audiocassette.

Does such a choice, this gluing of a symbolic cassette to the material center of a vinyl 
record, not represent a clear meta-discursive gesture? Does it not try to undercut those 
claims that, in this authenticating, elitist format, Narcosis is now over-produced? 

I mean: How punk was that?
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Notes

1.  This was in fact during one of Peru’s most volatile political periods (i.e., amid the rise and 
fall of the Shining Path). Due to space and a desire to focus elsewhere, I refrain from any real 
analysis of the political context. However, this is a crucial part of a book now in production 
(see Greene, Punk).

2.  In the more technical Marxist sense over-production has to do with a correlation of 
historical tendencies that inevitably lead toward repeated crises: the historical drive towards 
technological efficiency in commodity production; the increasing disproportion of dead (i.e. 
mechanized) to living (i.e. human) labor; the related tendency for profit rates to fall.

3.  For the uninitiated, this was the famous news headline in late 1976 that followed the Sex 
Pistols’ live interview by Bill Grundy and had the double effect of scandalizing an entire nation 
and announcing the existence of “punk rock” to most of an unaware world (Savage 257–60). 

4.  Other early cassettes released soon after First Dose include: the compilation titled Vol. 1 with 
songs by Leusemia, Zcuela Cerrada, Guerrilla Urbana, and Autopsia; a full-length cassette 
by Autopsia titled Sistema y Poder; Vol. 2 which included 13 newer bands. Dozens of others 
followed in subsequent years.

5.  Equally telling was the emotional reaction that Narcosis produced in Medellín. An 
underestimation in venue size resulted in a mass of punks being refused entry, at which 
point an angry punk mob took over a public park and clashed with police, producing one 
fatality and dozens of injuries.

6.  Here is a short list of other ’80s Peruvian punk bands, originally produced on demo cassette 
and now released on limited edition vinyl: G3, “Un Nuevo Enemigo,” LP; Kaos, EP; María 

Figure 1. 2011 Vinyl re-issue of narcosis’ Primera Dosis (photo: author).
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T-Ta y el Empujón Brutal, EP; Ellos Aun Viven, EP; Pánico, EP; Volumen I, LP; Autopsia, 
“Sistema y Poder,” EP; Descontrol, LP. In most cases, they were initially released by small 
independent labels in the US and a small percentage of the records (sometimes as few as 10 
per cent) were shipped to Lima to be sold by the band members.

7.  Thus a 2008 edition of Leusemia’s 1985 LP (the main example of ’80s punk vinyl produced 
domestically by Peru’s now defunct Virrey label) was released on vinyl by the independent 
label, Lengua Armada, run out of San Francisco by Martín Sorrondeguy of Los Crudos/Limp 
Wrist. Ataque Frontal’s 1987 EP, originally released on vinyl by the French label New Wave 
by on the basis of a cassette recorded in Lima, was re-edited and released in 2005 by a small 
US label named Burrito Records.
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